Effect of iTRAQ labeling on the relative abundance of peptide fragment ions produced by MALDI-MS/MS.
The identification of proteins in proteomics experiments is usually based on mass information derived from tandem mass spectrometry data. To improve the performance of the identification algorithms, additional information available in the fragment peak intensity patterns has been shown to be useful. In this study, we consider the effect of iTRAQ labeling on the fragment peak intensity patterns of singly charged peptides from MALDI tandem MS data. The presence of an iTRAQ-modified basic group on the N-terminus leads to a more pronounced set of b-ion peaks and distinct changes in the abundance of specific peptide types. We performed a simple intensity prediction by using a decision-tree machine learning approach and were able to show that the relative ion abundance in a spectrum can be correctly predicted and distinguished from closely related sequences. This information will be useful for the development of improved method-specific intensity-based protein identification algorithms.